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...and LMC too!
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Science Motivation

FUV spectral coverage → reliable identification of hot M.S. stars
Combined w/ NUV+opt. phot. → stellar $T_{\text{eff}}$ and extinction law constraint
First FUV survey of the MCs @ 1” resolution → mitigates source blending
Integrated FUV phot. for reference set of low metallicity, known age clusters

Ongoing Astrosat/UVIT A09 program for SMC

47 UVIT pointings (~40% already complete)
Covering main body of SMC and the Wing
1 ks integration / pointing
UVIT F172M (FUV.Silica) bandpass (see plot on left)
Narrowest FUV filter, used to ensure detector safety
Point source limit, $3\sigma = 20.1$ ABmag

Approved Astrosat/UVIT A10 program for LMC

83 UVIT pointings (...to be observed soon)
Same observing strategy as our SMC survey
Coverage coordinated to match existing Swift/UVOT NUV imaging
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UVIT F172M and SMASH photometry (Nidever+17) will be used to de-blend Swift 3-band NUV imaging via forced PSF-fitting photometry.
FUV-optical color-magnitude diagrams show varied SF activity and extinction. Log age (yr) indicated. Data not yet corrected for extinction.
Future work

Conduct stellar and cluster SED fitting (UVIT FUV+UVOT NUV+optical)
Study environmental variations of the extinction law
Validate safety of all survey pointings for future imaging in broad UVIT bands

Further observational goals

Repeat safe regions w/ FUV.CaF2 (@1480A) → measurement of FUV color improves constraint of LyC production rate, with implications for feedback.
Few deep pointings in FUV.CaF2 (e.g. 10ks → 2.8 mag fainter than now)
Expand areal coverage, especially for LMC and MB

Related work

Bianchi+ poster (this meeting), concerning UVIT imaging of Local Group galaxies — including 4 pointings in the outer SMC and 3 fields in the Magellanic Bridge (MB), each with multi-filter UVIT coverage